
Incorporating Research Ethics into Advanced Lab Curriculum

Physics 457 and Ethics
 Senior lab, writing intensive
 Two 3-hour classes /week
 1 hour lecture each week within class for first 5-6
 Students complete 3 2-week labs and 1 6-week lab
Maintain notebooks, write papers, participate in peer review

Ethics Component
• Ethics and data

• Introduce RCR: Data integrity
• Case study: Milikan’s notebook

• students develop notebook grading rubric based on 
ethics discussion

• Discssion of “when is it OK to leave data out of your 
paper/notebook” 

• Discuss error analysis, data analysis and plotting 
techniques – relate to data integrity

• Ethics and writing
• Proper citation, plagarism and references

• Case study- plagarism example
• Importance of peer review and authorship

• Case study: Victor Ninov, Schoen
• Students participate in peer review process
• Check other’s papers for clarity and data 

presentation
• discuss importance of process for research

Why should we teach undergrads ethics?
“”Many physicists believe that physics is the pinnacle of science, since it 
can tackle the completely unknown”. “We usually do not explicitly teach 
ethical guidelines to our students, because we feel those guidelines are 

self-evident and are somehow “automatic” in physicists. As a result 
honest physicists are perhaps relatively gullible victims of those who do 

not feel restricted by ethics”
“Arrogance – A Dangerous Weapon of the Physics Trade” J. Murray Gibson,  p 

54-55 Physics Today 2003 

Real life case studies

References:
David Goodstein. On fact and Fraud, Cautionary tales from 
the front lines of science, Princeton University Press, 2010
http://rockethics.psu.edu/resources
http://www.onlineethics.org/Education.aspx educational 
resources)

Things I didn’t do but you could:
Students really engage with fairness issues

-mentoring, credit, “failling a class”
Ethics and Policy
Ethics and Social issues

Data Integrity

Peer review and collaboration

Student Feedback

What is responsible conduct of research
Responsible authorship and peer review
*Data integrity
Conflict of interest disclosure
*Collegial collaborative research
Research mentoring
Ethical conduct of research with humans or animals
Intellectual property management, Fiscal responsibility
Proper handling of biohazardous materials

“Millikan’s lab notebooks provide some insight into his 
methods. The page above, dated November 18,1911, 
shows his observations at left under G, for gravity, and 
F, for field, and his calculations to the right. This drop 
and the ones for which comments are excerpted at top 
right, were not among those included in Millikan’s 
published paper.” In defense of Robert  Andrews 
Millikan. David Goodstein Engineering and Science v4 
(2000) p 34 (picture credit Caltech Archives)

Kirstin R Purdy Drew, Department of Physics, Penn State University

Societal Impact 
(this will be in v2.0 for my course)
Funding priority (space exploration)
http://hasthelargehadroncolliderdestroyedt
heworldyet.com
Nuclear waste
Medical physics (dosage) 
harm vs benefit
Climate Science
NSF guidelines – intellectual merit and 
broader impact

What are Ethics and 
Morals of Science?

Case Study: “You are a faculty mentor for a graduate 
student in your department at Penn State. The 
graduate student is from another country and is here 
with her husband and baby, her visa and scholarship 
depend on her passing certain classes which require 
written essays. In the class which you teach, you read 
her submitted essay and google her work and discover 
that a large part has been lifted, verbatim, from the 
web with no quotation marks or citations.  University 
policy states that plagiarized material on submitted 
work results in an XF and the class can never be 
passed.”

“good learning through the case studies”
“It gives motivation for keeping good records”
“The Millikan thing was pretty interesting and 
useful”
“it reminded me that there are real world 
consequences or scientific dishonesty”

Curriculum relevance
Data analysis
Uncertainty
Data Presentation
Peer review
Co-authorship / collaboration
Proper citation
Proper documentation

Proper citation

Pedagogy goals:
• Create awareness of 

relevance of ethics/integrity 
to classwork

• Responsibility of scientists
• Justify scientific techniques
• Have students think of 

consequences
• Ethics spotting (looking for 

grey areas, noticing options, 
separating facts vs feelings)

New York Times “At Lawrence Berkeley, Physicists 
Say a Colleague Took Them for a Ride“, 2002

Physics Today “Investigation Finds that One Lucent 
Physicis Engaged in Scientific Misconduct” 2002

Lab Notebooks:
A window to data authenticity


